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Art:
The Necessity
With the expectation of substantially lower enrollments over the
next ten years and with this lower
enrollment meaning fewer dollars
for special program development,
what can we expect to see happening in the arts at Calvin College
in the future?
If the tendency that has already
been seen in the public sector (the
tendency to cut the arts and athletic
budgets first when money is tight) is
equally evident in private education,
the arts are in for some extended
stormy weather.
It only makes sense that when the
solvency of an institution is at stake,
those who are in charge of its administration will look around to see if
things can be done in a more
economical manner. And when they
look about they begin to count costs
and begin to say that if a certain
course captures the interest of 60
students per term, it pays for itself. If
another course captures the
interest of fewer than 10 students
per term, it does not pay for itself.
And they begin to make preliminary
decisions with regard to where the
pruning will be done if and when it is
necessary.
Certainly this kind of thinking cannot be dominant at Calvin College.
This is a great school with a wonderful reputation, but that reputation
has not been built on simply supplying what the market demands. On
the contrary, it has built its repu-
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Professor James D. Korf is Professor of Speech at Calvin.

tation by providing strong emphasis
in philosophy, in theology, and by
embracing a liberal arts curriculum.
It seems to me that if this school is
to continue to be great, it must
continue to emphasize philosophy
and the arts. One of the major tenets
of the early 19th century Romantics
was that, because of the apparently
endless diversity of existence, the
common man could not perceive
the unity of existence between body
and soul, the physical and the
spiritual, the temporal and the
eternal, the finite and the infinite. To
perceive this unity required an
exceptional imagination, one found
fully active only in the artist-genius
and the philosopher. The Romantics
contended that art, like philosophy,
was a superior form of knowledge
and the artist a truly superior being
capable of providing guidance for
others willing to listen. This is pretty
strong language, but some truth certainly lies in this contention. It is
primarily the artist who is articulating the important moral questions of
existence. It is the painter, the
musician, the actor-playwright who
speaks in the language of the inner
spirit.
It worries me when I see that the
greatest growth in an institution
seems to be in the areas of
business, mathematics, engineering and the pre-professional programs. This worries me because I
don't believe that the scientist is
necessarily equipped to interpret
and articulate the important ques-

James D. Korf
tions of life. If Calvin is to sustain its
reputation and its leadership role in
the evangelical world, the arts must
keep stride with other developing
areas.
What can we expect from the arts
at Calvin in the future? I really don't
know, but if one believes that Calvin
College exists in accordance with
the will and design of God, then it is
wrong for us to bury our heads in the
sand and let happen what will. On
the contrary, we must think about
and plan how we might serve and be
used in the future, with every expectation for greatness.
Why shouldn't Calvin College be
one of the few places in the nation
where a student who loves theatre
can come and be taught by a staff
of Christian professionals? Why
shouldn't we have a Calvin Center
for Christian Artists, a place where
painters, musicians, playwrights,
actors, and dancers can come for a
year, further develop their talents,
and share them with the Calvin
community? Why not a resident
repertory company using Christian
theatre professionals and producing some of the finest theatre in
the nation? The group could produce on this campus for one semester, then move on to Dordt or to
Redeemer. Why not?
If we are able to be leaders we
must step boldly forward, because if
we fail to do this, we can only step
backward; there is no in-between
ground.
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Thespians in Production of

A Midsummer Night's Dream
James D. Korf
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Caught Between
Past and Progress
Sharon Watson
Calvin junior, Sharon Watson, spent the past summer in
Saudia Arabia. She prepared this second in a series of
three articles on Saudia Arabia for Dialogue.

Oil and . the Arabian American Oil Company
(ARAMCO) have brought many changes to Saudi
Arabia. For virtually hundreds of years, this country
experienced little or no change in lifestyle, landscape,
dress, or traditions. Then, in the late 1930's, the first oil
agreement was signed-and in the last 50 years, Saudi
Arabia and its people have experienced a surge of
growth and upheaval as never before in their history.
The greatest contributing factor to this development
is money-most of it from oil. This wealth made it
possible for the Saudi government to put in a modern
telephone and electrical system, to construct a highway
network, to remodel and build international airports, and
among other projects, to give away enormous amounts
of money to the Saudi people.
Furthermore, since the government often has to call
on Western companies to carry out its plans, Arabia has
seen an incredible influx of foreigners. (One ARAMCO
source claims that of the 6 million people In-Kingdom,
only 1 million are Arabian). Then, to accomodate the
new arrivals, a variety of hotels, restaurants, banks, and
shops have invaded a once closed land.
While their very presence is a tremendous change in
itself, these new businesses directly contribute to the
richness of the country because every foreign enterprise must, by law, have a Saudi partner sharing 51 percent of the profits. The Saudi need not be active, but his
name must be on the ownership papers: thus, the SaudiBritish Bank, the Saudi-Mclerney Construction
Company, the AI -Sawani Hallmark Shop, and a number
of Arabs growing wealthy off their signatures.
These riches have affected the country in many
ways . As mentioned above, the Saudi government is
constantly seeking to improve the standard of living with
a myriad of construction projects. In addition to these,
the government also funds several major universities,
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such as the University of Petroleum and Minerals for
engineering students. On a more personal level,
individuals use their wealth in traveling and/or education. Some invest in foreign countries, or in research to
diversify the oil industry, steering it away from an
emphasis on fuel production. Whatever the project or its
backer, however, the outcome of these efforts is that
Saudi Arabia is a disconcerting blend of the old and the
new.
This mixture may first be seen on a very superficial
level. Virgin desert gives way to high rise apartments;
camels graze next to superhighways; dump trucks are
covered in brightly colored Bedouin designs; ancient
houses sport television antennas; old men gather in city
squares to smoke from community hubbly-bubbly
pipes, as their grandchildren listen to Journey on their
Walkman's (REO Speedwagon is a favorite, too).
Delving deeper, this mingling of the old and new is
apparent in the varying mind-sets of the Arabian people.
On the one hand, there are those who view the changes
in their country life as good, even necessary. These
liberals approve of the education of women, of seeing
the world, in evaluating other cultures. On the other
hand, conservative Saudis see change as an evil, as a
threat to their way of life, their Muslim beliefs. They feel
that their women and children are being contaminated,
not enlightened, by Westerners. These Saudis are often
a generation or so older than the liberals and remember
simpler times, before oil and ARAMCO, and would
gladly return to them .
Those differences between progress and tradition
come to a head in the matter of religion, particularly
where Islamic beliefs affect behavior and the conduct of
women. For example, it is forbidden by Muslim law to
drink alcoholic beverages, to wear tight clothing, for
men to have long hair-the list of restrictions is seemingly endless, but was once followed as scrupulously as
possible.
Now, old men are infuriated at seeing young Saudis

buying tight jeans, or dating Western women. More and
more Arabs are enjoying the pleasures of the grape
too-albeit behind locked doors. Even more
devastating to the devout Muslim is the knowledge that
many Saudis who "behave" at ho.me cast aside much of
their religion the moment they leave Arabia. In fact, King
Fahd himself had quite a reputation as a swinger in
Europe, although he has tamed his lifestyle considerably so as to placate the religious authorities. Yet the
simple truth remains: many Muslim beliefs are just not
taken very seriously anymore.
An even better issue is that of the treatment of Saudi
women. Muslim law declares that they must be hidden,
silent, confined to their homes, and kept from contact
with males other than husbands or immediate family. If a
woman ventures out in public, for modesty's sake she
must be swathed in a shapeless black habaiyah from
head to toe. Men and women must not touch in public;
women may not drive; women may not work. From an
American point of view, Saudi women have no
privileges, no equality, no freedom.
Slowly but surely, however, these ways have begun to
change. While women are still very much segregated,
more Saudi males are permitting their women a larger
degree of freedom. Again, most of the men so inclined
are educated and have been exposed to other cultures.
Thus, while it once would have been a memorable sight,
it is no longer unusual to be eating in a restaurant and
see a Saudi family, women included, walk in for a meal.
Moreover, many women are now allowed to travel on
their own or to go to school abroad-once unheard of.
This transition has not been an easy one, though. The
conservative Saudis, angered by the loose lives of the

liberals, rigidly enforce the religious laws-and woe to
the Saudi accused of being too lenient with his women!
Then too, some Saudis believe in more freedom for
themselves in manner of dress and beverages-but not
for the women. Still others, young and well-educated,
have concluded that the old ways are best, and would
like to see the traditional Muslim customs strengthened
and upheld. Finally, the women themselves are in a
quandary. Those trained as doctors, lawyers,
engineers, are frustrated because they may not prac-

The temperature of this pot of
conflicting ideas is reaching
the boiling point.
tice in the Arab world; these women are often highly resentful of their religion and its laws. Then there are the
Saudi women who enjoy their lives and consider themselves pampered rather than oppressed. As yet, no
happy medium has been found, and the temperature
of this pot of conflicting ideas is reaching the boiling
point.
This, then, is the explosive atmosphere that ARAMCO
operates in. The Company must deal with displaced
Westeners and with Saudis caught between their past
and progress. On top of that, ARAMCO also controls
dozens of multi-million dollar commissions. It is a difficult task, managing people and projects. Pick up
Dialogue next month to find out how ARAMCO meets
this challenge.

Sunset over Subic Bay

Sunset over Subic Bay
Keep away from my malaria pills.
Lock in, three degrees, dragging hose
across my instep.
·
Mad action rush, past action hush.
I brought back tela-photo, Yamaha and Sanyo,
But windbreakers don't help, not against radar.
Instant pinpoints for distant eyes,
Locating vessels to be blown
Precisely out of the water.
-Mark Boer
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Song for Detroit
Open your arms,
Detroit, your arms
of clandestine fur
shops, glowing
in the oily darkness,
passing the light
which hides in the
rhythm of the beating
presses;
Open your arms,
Detroit, to the
death, and the
trunk, and to the
laughing inside.
December bends,
out coughs the dead
of brick sheltering,
the duplicates of
emissaries, the
bent, naked insects. •\

Broken Ties

Take and hold
the dead ground of
winter that lays
its flushed face in
your lap, this suitcase
grimmace of the north.

-Dave Shaw
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T.V.
Advertising:
Means and
Extremes
_Paul Faber
"Ok, cut. Stop the tape, please."
A nervous-looking, attractive young woman shifts in
her seat as she prepares to repeat her lines for the fifth
time.
The cameraman smiles to give her a bit of moral
support; a salesman checks his watch and smiles wryly
at his customer. The customer returns the salesman's
smile with a grin and redirects his attention to the
actress who will be starring in his advertisement.
The cameraman breaks the silence. "OK, roll and
record tape." He looks at the young woman. "Shall we
try it again?"
"All right, Jack" she says. "Just let me clear my throat
a minute."
Behind a glass panel in the editing room, a copywriter
looks in on the studio set. He turns to a man seated
before a video screen and says, "That's the ad I wrote
yesterday. I want you to see the look on the girl's face
when she leans back and breaks the chair. I hope she
looks like she's not expecting it."
·
"Yes," the writer returns. "It's supposed to go on the
air at five tomorrow night." He looks at his watch. "And
we've got to finish editing this ad for the Frontier Boot
Company right now so we can put it on the air tonight."
Paul Faber, a senior at Calvin from Northbridge,
Massachusetts, is taking an independent study this
semester at a local TV station as a copywriter. One of
the commercials which Paul wrote will soon be
produced and aired on that station.

He seats himself beside the man at the video screen,
punches a few buttons on the instrument panel, and
twists a fast-forward knob to speed up the program in
progress. "Where's that shot of the hunter crashing
through the brush?" he asks.
The other man leans back in his chair and says, "It's
at the beginning. I just played it a second ago." The
copywriter turns the knob in the opposite direction to rewind the tape. He mimics the announcer's voice as the
tape squeaks at high speed.
"There it is," he says, stopping the tape. He watches.
"Is this the best shot we have of him running?"
The other man nods, frowning .
"Why didn't they take another shot of it?"
The other many shrugs. "I guess they couldn 't," he
says. "But I wish they did. T hey've got the zoom in the
wrong place."
"I wanted the camera to zoom in on the guy's boots
when he was splashing through the water, not when he
was on dry land. Who shot this commercial anyway?"
the writer asks.
"Jack did."
"Well, he usually doesn't goof up. What happened?"
"He told me that the actor tripped and fell in the brook
when they were doing the second take. I guess the guy
got soaked and had to quit. He couldn't try it a third time
'cause he was already dripping wet."
"Great," the writer says, disgusted. He looks at his
watch. "Now we'll have to improvise. Oh well," he
sighs, "it won't be the first time."
He rewinds the video tape a second time and plays
the scene again. "That stinks. How can we ever work
with that?" He stares at the screen, thinking. "Where's
the second shooting of this scene?"
"It comes right after this," says the other man. The two
men glue their eyes to the screen as they watch the
second take. And th ey laugh aloud when the screen
shows the actor falling in the brook.
"I think we can still use it," the writer says, chuckling.
"We'll have to cut out the part where he falls, but we can
use the first few frames where he steps into the water."
"Why do you want him in the water?" the other man
asks.
"To show that his boots are waterproof."
"Do you have to show that they're waterproof?"
"Yes," the writer says. "The customer requested it."
"But how do we know that they're waterproof? "
"Because they've been tested and approved by some
government outfit. We mention it in the ad too."
"Oh," the man says, satisfied. He gets up, walks over
to a wooden cabinet, and asks, "What kind of music do
you want?"
*

*

Frustrating as well as fun, the production of television
advertisements can amount to a lot of work. It requires
an accumulation of talent, a brimming measure of
patience, and a pinch of good-natured humor. It also
requires a desire to please the public and to do so within
accepted moral standards.
Advertisement production usually brings in the
greater part of a television station's income, especially if
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the station is young. It serves as the station's life blood,
the continued flow of which is essential if the station is to
survive. The flow of advertisements which we view on
TV runs in sequence with a flow of advertising
contracts-contracts which sponsors arrange with the
station . Such a flow can heap prosperity upon a television station, as one successful advertisement replaces
another. And if sponsors are pleased, they may
negotiate future contracts with the station. As the flow of
advertising contracts increases, schedules grow busier.
The station expands to hire more employees, and as
more work gets done, more contracts come in-provided, of course, that the station produces successful
advertisements.

To an experienced copywriter who writes and often
produces ads, the production of a successful advertisement could amount to nothing more than part of a daily
routine. And to a growing television station, a successful advertisement could amount to little more than a
thirty- or sixty-second break in its programming schedule. On the other hand, if an advertisement were not
successful, if it failed to please the public, or if if failed to
please the client, its production and airing could amount
to little less than a broadcasting catastrophe. If a string
of poor advertisements penetrated the air waves, a television station could lose a respectable reputation, and a
copywriter could lose his job.
To prevent such a catastrophe, most stations employ
some system of checks and balances, which most often
takes the form of a competent crew. In general, those
who comprise the personnel of a television station are
qualified professionals. These people work together;
each performs a specific task and contributes to a
group effort, and each person checks on another to
ensure that the work-in this case, advertisement
production-is done properly.
As with every crew, committee, or group which works
together, the advertising department in a television
station must have a head. That head, or person in
charge, is usually a copywriter. The copywriter holds
that position, because it is essentially he who creates
the advertisements. He formulates the entire advertisement in his mind before he writes it on paper. He
visualizes the scenes long before the cameraman films
them. He even hears the sound track in his mind before
it is recorded. He knows what he wants in the finished
advertisement, and he tries, throughout production, to
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put into the ad what he thinks the viewer wants to see. It
is in his best interests to please the public, and he feels
obligated to carry that out in the production of every
television advertisement.
However, since he belongs to an advertising crew, he
has additional obligations. He knows that he must work
with the crew, that he cannot expect to put everything he
wants into a finished commercial; but he tries, at least, to
make sure that everything in the commercial will appeal
to the public. At times, for example, a cameraman may
fail to shoot a scene in exactly the way the copywriter
wants it. When this happens, the copywriter cannot tell
the cameraman to reshoot the scene (unless the raw
film footage is so deplorable that it cannot be used). He
must work with the raw footage on hand to avoid
unnecessary costs in advertisement production. If he
can find a way to use the existing raw footage, to alter
the commercial without detracting from its public
appeal, he will do so, honoring, in turn, his obligations to
the advertising crew.
Also, the copywriter must never forget his obligations
to the client. He must please the client, or sponsor, as
well as the advertising crew and the public, since the
client is the party who pays for the commercial. Without
the client, the copywriter would have no commercial,
and without commercials, he would have no job.
His obligations to the client, however, rank much
lower than do his obligations to the public. His commercial will influence the public, not the client; and since
the public will be influenced, the copywriter has the
obligation to keep the public from being misled. He may
view the client as part of the public, or he may view the
client as a party which desires to please the public. In
either case, he will please the client if he pleases the
public; in any case, he would never try to please the
client without pleasing the public.
Now, in order to please the public, he must write
objectively; that is, he must view his own work through
the public's eyes. His advertisements must be
captivating, worded in such a way as to grab the
viewer's attention, to sustain it, and to convince the
viewer that the advertisement is worth watching. The
copywriter then, must be as objecrive as possible in
attempting to write such captivating advertisements.
Moreover, although the copywriter remembers
throughout the entire production that he must please
the public, if he is a Christian he will try ultimately to
please God with his work, and he will try to please the
public in light of his Christian moral standards. If he is
not a Christian, he should try, at least, to honor the
viewer's right: that is, viewers should not have to view
immorality in the media. Viewers should not have to
watch sex-selling advertisements, nor should they have
to be subjected to immorally suggestive or misleading
advertising of any kind.
Since we know a certain portion of the public to be
Christian, and since we know a certain portion to be
interested in upholding morals in society, can we not
assume that these groups comprise a large enough
sector of the public to demand moral censorship in advertising? If we cannot make such a demand, we cannot

fight immoral advertising, but if we can make that
demand, we can fight such advertising effectively, as
long as we approach the fray with caution.
· The fight against immoral advertising, however, may
not be adequate in our defense of viewer's rights. To
judge advertising as immoral, as of late, does not mean
much more than voicing an opinion, since so many different opinions of immorality exist. Perhaps we should
probe a bit deeper and attack something which, if
ousted, could lead to the abolishment of immoral
advertising. Perhaps we should focus our attention on
subliminal advertising. If we could succeed in abolishing all that is overly manipulative or that has an undue
influence on the viewer (such as misdirecting or
sexually stimulating advertising), then we would have
succeeded in abolishing much that is immoral.
How do we recognize subliminal advertising? We
have heard stories and have seen pictures of advertisements which included phallic symbols and the word
"sex" written in various places. We also have read court
decisions which prohibited drive-in owners from
dubbing their movies with pictures of food. A subliminal
technique can be loosely defined as anything which
influen·ces the viewer without the viewer being aware of
the influence or being able to defend himself against
that influence. We know that subliminal advertising has
been discovered in the past, and we realize that it
probably still abounds in the media.
How much of advertising do we know to be
subliminal? Where can we find it? And ifwethinkwefind
it, how can we prove it to be subliminal? Can we ever be
absolutely sure that a certain piece of advertising uses
subliminal manipulation? To answer such questions
may prove to be difficult.
Why do some advertisers use subliminal manipulation? Psychologists define human consciousness as
the "result of a continuous stimulation set up by countless objects which come within reach of human sense
receptors." They explain that there is an infinite variety
of things to be "looked at, smelt, tasted, handled,
listened to, and though about" during ev~ry waking
moment of the human's life. Advertisements, then,
account for only a small percentage of the variety of
things which stimulate human consciousness. Thus,
the advertiser is forced to combat the influence of every
other stimulus which may attract the viewer's attention.
To attract the viewer's attention subliminally, then,
proves useful to some advertisers in competing with the
countless stimuli in the viewer's environment. Such advertisers continue to flourish, and we, as concerned
viewers, must try to oust them from the advertising
media.
But how can we do such a thing? First of all, we must
realize that not all advertisers use subliminal manipulation. We must also realize that even though other disreputable advertisers exist, not all of advertising is bad.
Therefore, we cannot justifiably attack all of advertising.
Too many accusers too often accuse too many
advertisers. We must direct our attack toward
subliminally manipulative advertisers in the Hope of
abolishing immorality in advertising, and at the same
time, we must support the reputable advertisers, .
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respecting them for trying to uphold some moral
standards. If we miss this mark by directing accusation
at all of advertising, we risk being shunned by the entire
advertising business, in which case we would lose our
fight, not having implemented fair morals in our own
fighting strategy.
As Christians, then, shall we not strive to fight for
moral standards in advertising? The copywriter can
combat immoral advertising by remembering that the
public should not have to watch immorality in the media.
He should not have to use sex to sell his "ads." He
should be creative enough to make something interesting without the use of sex. And if a client asks him to
write an ad which may not be truthful, he need not feel
obliged to honor that client; his obligation to the public
comes first.
Consider the following case: A client asks a copywriter to advertise a truly worthwhile product which has
been rivaled by another company's similar, but inferior,
product. The inferior product has been advertised
elsewhere to be better than the client's product. Should
the client respond by advertising his product as better
than that of the other company, even if he has to use
unfair methods to do so? Should the client advertise by
demonstrating that the inferior product is indeed
inferior? What should he do? The copywriter should tell
him to advertise honestly, proving that his own product
works and mentioning that some similar product has
been advertised to perform as well as his while it is
actually inferior. Such a method of advertising promotes
honesty and lets the public decide whether or not the
product is worthwhile.
Any copywriter can find morally acceptable ways to
advertise, pleasing the public without the use of
subliminal manipulation, sex, or misdirection. If we try to
influence today's copywriters, and if we try to undermine today's subliminal manipulators, we may make
some headway in our fight against immoral advertising.
*

*

"How was that?" the nervous-looking woman says as
she shifts again in her seat.
The cameraman smiles at her once again and says,
"That was good, you almost had it. Let's try it one more
time. Ready?"
The young woman clears her throat and says,
"Ready."
"OK, roll and record tape, please."
And so the story goes.

■
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Three Musicians Pablo Picasso 1982 (summer) Oil on canvas. The Museum of Modern
Art, New York

PORTFOLIO
Picasso's The Three Musicians is not meant to be a
simple portrayal of three musicians playing. It goes beyond that, dealing with types of music and commenting
on visual and musical harmony.
The painting is made up of broken shapes (reassembled multiple views) filled with flat, bright colors
against dark tones. These shapes and tones move with
a syncopated rhythm and vivid dissonance much as
modern music does.
In his painting, Picasso experiments with visual
harmony in that he presents a series of planes lying like
playing cards one upon another, and yet throws
shadows into his two-dimensional composition and
tickles the flatness of the painting by adding the corners
of a room which encloses the musicians in space. This
play on illusions of space, plus its flat, decorative quality,
makes the composition exciting and rhythmic rather
than a static arrangement of three forms in the center of
a picture plane.
The musicians playing for us are, from left to right, a
cumbersome-looking clown (pierrot) playing some sort
of woodwind with his unnaturally tiny hands, a strikingly
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dressed harlequin strumming a guitar and apparently
singing out of the corner of his mouth, and a somberly
clothed monk, hooded and pale, holding a musical
score far out in front of him as he contributes melodic
strains to the group.
These three masked musicians are presented as
distinct personalities in a bold harmonious unity. Their
individual identities can be read in several ways, but the
important point is that Picasso has added an
expressionist dimension to a cubist painting and has,
therefore, opened up a new direction for cubism.
In this painting, which is said to be his most spontaneous cubist painting up to that point, Picasso includes a playful surprise. In the shadows between the
legs and music stands of the group is a reclining dog
whose tail can be seen quite clearly between the harlequin's knees. The dog's ears are perked up as if he is
enjoying what he is hearing. Perhaps Picasso thought
that dogs appreciate music and are sensitive to it on a
primal level, whereas men practice all sorts of musical
theories. But then again, perhaps Picasso was just feeling playing when he painted these three players.

Smoke rising from Gehenna ..... ·

"One of these days I'll have to get
these blinds fixed," Ned said
peering out of his tenement window
onto the street five stories below.
The rusted fire escape stairs cast a
web-like shadow into his apartment.
Yellowing venetian blinds hung
diagonally in the window, barely
intercepting the last rays of the sun's
ultra-violet kiss.
He stared absent-mindedly at the
frozen traffic of striped an.d
scavenged Tokyo Electrik cars
that littered the sidewalk up to the .
tenement steps. Lighting a cigarette,
he was relieved that warped plastic
and steel didn't emit as foul a smell
as the wine and urine drifting up
from the street. Ned watched the
ghost-like people foraging through ,
heaps of trash and metallic coil,
searching for valuables and accidentally discarded bread. He always
yawned at the sight of human beings
more miserable than himself. Desolation Avenue was a haven for such
radiated derelicts. Seeing clearly
the virtue of anti-social living, even
before the Great Crash of '92, he
began to blind himself to the horror
of the human condition. That's why
he couldn't understand why Doris
left him. ''I'm a man with vision. I'm

farsighted, for crying out loud," he
said flipping on his television with
the remote. "Ah, hell," he mumbled
to himself. "I can understand why
she left me, the bottom falling out of
the market and all, but why did she
have to run off with that Iranian
physics student who worked at the
delicatessen?" he said with disgust.
Situating himself in his qu-ilted
reclining chair, he watched the
snowy images on the television
screen. The sound was distorted
and crackled with loud intermittent
bursts. A shadeless colonial lamp
illuminated the room in a lowwattage haze. The despair the room
exuded was exceeded only by the
miserable decor of the tiny
Newark apartment. Ned was too
aware of the aesthetic poverty of his
surroundings. "What this place
needs is a woman's touch, a
virtuous woman who hates Iranians
as a matter of fact." Ned nostalgically glanced at his wedding photograph and began to reminisce about
his pre-Crash happiness. He traced
the outline of her figure with his fat,
hairy finger. "Well, all that till-deathdo-us-part-through-sickness-andin-health stuff was just a bunch of
gas, huh Doris? Do you remember
how you said you loved me when I
took you to the Virgin Islands?" he
said speaking to the yellowing
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photograph. "You thought I'd forget
all that didn't you?" The sight of .
Doris started to irritate him. He continued, "But Ahmed the delivery boy
made
offer you couldn't
Allah strike

you dead, you and your Islamic concubine."
The static snow began to recede
from the television screen. The
sound also became less distorted
as the set warmed up. But Ned was
barely cognizant of anything except
the photograph before him. Her
crossed eyes, beautiful and veiled,
still haunted him . In despair he flung
the wedding picture into a pile of
dusty clothes on the sofa. "You have
crippled me for life Doris. Oh well.
What's cast is cast. I wonder what's .
happening in the 'Land of the Free
and the Home of the Brave' tonight,"
he said caustically, adjusting
himself in his chair. The news
anchorman was smiling at him.
News anchormen always smiled at
him regardless of the content of the
news they were reporting. Recently
they had been wearing radiation
suits on the air too, Ned observed.
He was very suspicious of them
now. The Trans-World News
Corporations were the most powerful organizations in the world since
the Great Crash, and they wielded
their power obnoxiously. Since they
were multi-national, their highest
alliance was to Nielsen and not
nationalism. The news programs
monopolized every channel on the
dial and infiltrated every inner
sanctum. One station broadcasted
only non-fiction nature series
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twenty-four hours a day but the
other stations were strictly news. For
Ned, options no longer existed. He
swallowed a Reality Bender to
soften the blow.

"Today Monolithic-Utilities
unveiled a controversial plan to get
America working. Trans-World
News has analyzed their proposals
and ·whole-heartedly endorses
them. Contrary to the speculations
of reactionary humanitarians who
believe Mono-Utilities is attempting
to enact neo-feudalistic policies on
a traumatized and fearful public, we
have determined that their plan is
both fair, just, and practical. The
essence of the proposal is simple;
even you, the average American will
be able to understand ... "
"Oh, go ahead you condescending S.O.B.," Ned interrupted. "You're
on all the other channels too, so I
have no choice but to bear with this
indignity," he retorted defensively.
The anchorman smiled and
continued his soothing explanation:
" ... work farms. People who aren't
currently employed and those
whose savings were wiped out by
the Crash will have an opportunity to
migrate to the farm belt and work off
their utility bills. Unfortunately,
Monolithic-Utilities can no longer
afford to extend credit to
economically depressed people. An
exchange of service is ... "
" . .. a bunch of bull crap!" Ned
shouted at the television screen.
"Slavery is what it is. Petit Serfdom
by any other name ... "
" ... an alternative to dehumanizing and debasing humanitarianism.
Mono-Utilities wants to revive the
Protestant work ethic."
" ... you slay me, gangrene. MonoUtilities wants a wheelbarrow full of
money for practically non-existant
services. They know we can't
possibly pay our utility bills so they
want the one resource we have
plenty of ... us!" In a fit of anger Ned
threw an old TV dinner tray at the
screen. "Looks like I'm going to
have to set up the handy portable
generator soon; winter's coming."
" ... President Dodge tried to affix
blame for the world's decimated
economy on former President

Nixon. In a speech before Young
Calvinists for Democratic Action
last night, Dodge postulated that
ever since Nixon received the prestigious War and Peace prize from
the Stockholm Yacht club, there's
been a curse on the land. Needless
to say, the President's explanation
left us kind of cold here at Network
headquarters."
"But you have to agree there's
been a 'curse on the land' ever since
that bum became President," Ned
chuckled.
"About the peasant insurrection
in the Soviet Union," the anchorman said, reading a news update.
Ned stood up and walked toward the
window. The Reality Bender hadn't
taken effect yet. He also had a headache from thinking about Doris. He
listened to the anchorman while
peering through the venetian blinds.

"Early yesterday morning some
peasants of the Uzbec region overran a nuclear missile base
somewhere in the Pamir mountain
region in southern USSR. There
have been numerous revolts
against the government recently in
areas especially traumatized by the
West's current food embargo
against the Soviet Union. For a live
report on the progress of the revolution, let's switch to our reporter on
the scene, Christovitch Dorianovitch, via satellite."
"1.sn't it just like a communist to
have a revolution when the world is
so screwed up?" Ned smiled contemptuously. He spat on the roof of
an abandoned car below.
"I'm in Pamir base L739606
primary silo #9 with two leaders of
the peasant revolt which is ·sweeping the country. These two men
identify themselves as Ivan Petrushkin and Ygor Smith. Mr. Petrushkin,
there have been unconfirmed
reports that hundreds of peasant
revolts of this kind are being
supplied with sophisticated
weapons by an unidentified western
nation antagonistic toward Moscow.
Can you comment on these allegations?"
"Vell, before I answer dat Kestion, I vant to dank American CIA for
aiding our Rev - vo-lution and

supplying us vit intelligence information an,? guns. Amerika, vee
love you ....
"So much for anonimity, why can't
they blame the Canadians for
once?" Ned said scratching
his head.
"Thank you, Mr. Petrushkin. What
direction do you think your Revolution will be heading in now, Mr.
Smith, and what the heck do you
need missiles for anyway?" the
reporter asked, sticking the microphone in his face.
"Actually, the scope of our revo1ution far exceeds the petty
boundaries of the Soviet Union, man
ami. We're revolting against all
oppressive political regimes including those of the decadent West.
Frankly, we plan to use these
weapons against the West unless it
agrees to resume shipments of
grain and other foodstuffs free to our
country. We're kind of hungry
around here."
"What? Do you seriously expect
our viewers to believe that a bunch
of ignorant peasants can bring the
West to its knees with nuclear blackmail?" the reporter asked increduously.
"Some peasant," Ned said with
disdain while lighting a cigarette.
"He sounds like he went to Oxford."
"Let's be reasonable, Mr. Smith. If
the CIA aided your revolution, how
can you turn around and stab the
West in the back like this?"
"Let me direct your attention to a
quaint Uzbec proverb: 'if you carry
a sack of rats, you better keep it
shaking.' "
"What the hell does that mean?"
"Ask the CIA. .. "
"How do we know that Uzbec
peasants have the technological
knowledge necessary to fire these
things?" the reporter asked persistently.
"You don't! But even if we can't hit
our intended targets, we can
certainly fire indiscriminately. We're
bound to hit something."
"We've helped overthrow your
totalitarian masters for this?"
Christovitch Dorianovitch asked.
"People always cry after the revolution, buddy."
"Please tell de Amerikan peoples
dat vee are not communists, vee are

nationalists. Oat is vut motivates our
rev-vo-lution," Ivan Petrushkin said,
interrupting his fellow revolutionary.
"But if the West can barely feed
itself, how can it feed your peoples?
What about signals we would be
sending the third world terrorists if
we give in to your demands?"
reporter Dorianovitch asked, trying
to reason with them.
"Hmmmph, that is a good question isn't it, Ivan?" Ygor asked. "Da!
Da! but one dat ultimately doesn't
conzern us, comrade:"
"You are right, brother."
"Morals and ethical philosophy
belong to reactionary academics.
We are only simple peasants who
want bread," Ygor Smith said, looking into the camera.
"Da! Bread!" Ivan Petrushkin
shouted.
"But what do the Scriptures say?"
Dorianovitch asked, piously,
addressing both the revolutionaries
and his world-wide audience.
"Doesn't it say 'man does not live by
bread alone'?"
The two revolutionaries looked at
each other. Then Ygor Smith looked
into the camera and said: "We may
not be communists, but we are still
atheists. Give us that old-time
dialectical materialism. Give us
bread!" The crowd of peasants
behind him also started shouting in
unison "give us bread, give us
bread, give us bread" in Russian.
"Good grief, I've had enough of
this commie crap," Ned said, angrily
turning off the television set.
"If these commies or whatever
they are, pick a fight with the U.S. of
A. we'll simply have to retaliate
mucho-pronto. Russia'II be back in
the Stone Age by tomorrow afternoon." He thought about the p-robability of a nuclear holocaust and
shivered involuntarily. "We'll
probably be wiped out too," he
thought. "But we'll re-invent the
wheel first if we are reduced to
Stone Age level. I feel it in my
bones," he said confidently.
He looked out the window into the
ugly city. A sulphuric cloud was billowing up from the South. The factories were burning chemicals
again. Industry was slowly returning
to pre-Crash production. He felt a
drop of water on his forehead. Acid

rain was about to fall. "It would be
just like a commie to strike when it's
raining in America," he thought. He
watched the packs of dogs wandering the streets because they had no
master to feed them. "The dogs
aren't barking; that's a bad omen,"
he said sighing, exhaling a cloud of
gray smoke. "Maybe this is finally
the end of the world." He scratched
his stuffy, fat chin and swallowed.
"Well, I've been a good
Calvinist."

·-------··· .
.,.-

Marvin Norman is a junior at Calvin
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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A Train Whistle Whining
a train whistle whining
is smothered by fog
a half-hearted cry from
a helpless pounced bird
\
the wind ever listless
defiant yet lost
a black hole enveloping
torturing all
the sun only scorching
the night never safe
the tremblings of grass sprigs
cause shivers and shakes
as lonely as flowers
which wither and fade
so hungry for life-giving
water and air
worrisome such as
to dread to feel free
crying for mercy
but no one will hear.
-Melanie Fisher

Sighting Someone
Sighting someone
Turn away
Slight miscomprehension
Slow discomfort
Sweaty palms
Heartbeat rising swiftly
Painful question
Groping answers
Tough reality
Forging daydreams
Out of mind
Comfort from the front
Outer limits
Fantasy
Coming back to earth
Stabbing stomach
Heart again
Never why why never

-James Randall

Richard Bishop
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You and I were driven from the garden
together; the gate was closed behind both of
us. You crawled forth and I walked forth. I went
to the east and you have tried to follow me from
that day hence. Sometimes I stop on my
journey to face you-to confront you-just as I
am required to do this moment. Sometimes the
darkness wins and you are the victor, but at
this moment the light is the victor.
- The Preacher

Ed Nyman

Marth a Mabey:
Th e Anointing

Published by Dell Paperbacks last
April, Th e Anointing is the first
novel of Calvin graduate Martha
Ma bey. Mrs. Ma bey is the first
female graduate of Calvin to have
published a novel. Graduating in
1959, she taught for several years at
West Side Christian High School
here in Grand Rapids, and taught an
interim at Calvin. Currently, she lives
in Richmond, Virginia. She will be
visiting Calvin at the invitation of the
English Department during the
weeks of March 14-29. Her book is
available in the Calvin College
Bookstore.

-In The Anointing, Hiram Taylor, _
who claims to be a hands-laid-on,
anointed-by-the- blood- of-the-lamb
preacher, believes he has been
called to battle the powers of darkness. He and his beautiful, innocent
daughter, Moiria, come to the small,
Kentucky, back-woods community
of Wolf Creek to challenge Isaac
Ledbetter. Isaac Ledbetter is a man
who also claims to have been
anointed by the spirit. The sign of his
anointing is his ability to handle
rattlesnakes without danger. He has
become the leader of a small group
of his relatives and neighbors who

believe they are a chosen community and whose ecstatic worship
services center on the passing and
handling of the poisonous snakes
among the worshippers. Hiram and
Moiria meet Scottie Helder, a young
man of Moiria's age whose mother
has become involved in the Ledbetter services because of a "healing" that she experienced there.
Scottie joins forces with the
Preacher and his daughter, and
together they set out to challenge
the anointing-powers of darkness.
During their encounter in the
midst of one of the serpent-handling
services, the Preacher becomes
filled with pride and begins to
depend on his own strength. Isaac
Ledbetter defeats him and the
Preacher is banished. After a period
of trial and preparation, the
Preacher returns to face Isaac once
again, a weakened and humble man
with barely enough strength to walk
let alone to confront so strong a foe.
Thus he must depend solely on the
Lord and must let the Lord's power
be made perfect in his weakness.
The Anointing is difficult to cate-·
gorize. It is a curious combination of
fiction and fantasy, but it is not so by
accident; the ambiguity of its genre
contributes to the novel's overarching theme. Martha Mabey has
created a fantasy world of powerwielding characters in which good
and evil are clearly delineated and
are engaged in a head-to-head
death-struggle, and yet she implies
that this fantasy world is somehow
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what reality is actually like beneath
the veneer of our undiscerning dayto-day experience. Its characters
are clearly human, yet they wield
powers and fight with forces that we
do not normally associate with
human struggles. The setting is
clearly in our world, yet there are evil
places and good places; hostile
trees and rocks, and friendly trees
and rocks. Water can have a

The Anointing
reads almost like
Tolkein or Lewis.
cleansing and a healing power, or it
can be evil and death-giving. In
many places, The Anointing reads
almost like Tolkein or Lewis. The
image of the Preacher battling Isaac
Ledbetter is reminiscent ofT olkein's
Gandalf or Lewis's High King Peter.
The characters are somehow
greater than life and have a power
greater than that of the average
mortal.
The fundamental battle between
good and evil, which we
theoretically acknowledge in our .
philosophy and theology, becomes
for the characters a stark reality.
Forces, whose existence is for us a
matter of faith, are seen, smelled,
heard, and felt by the Preacher,
Moiria, and Isaac. Over and over
again, the characters are able to
sense danger or the presence of
evil. The forces of good and evil are
not presented as a theoretical
framework for the physical confrontation between the Preacher
and Isaac. They are actual entities
whose presence can be seen and
sensed. When the Preacher enters
the meeting house, the powers of
good are an unseen horde that
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follow him, and the powers of evil
throw grotesque shadows about the
room. When Isaac and the Preacher
first do battle, it is not their fists or
elbows but rather the forces around
them that are the weapons:
there was a rustle of branches
being pushed aside violently
as if something large were
dashing crudely through the
woods. And for the first time
Moiria could smell the stench.
The trees themselves recoiled
from the struggle between the
forces that had moved outside
the building, seeking to make
all of nature their battleground. In spots the leaves
were singed by a fire that produced no flames, and the
moss was scraped off rocks by
feet that left no imprint.
(p. 52.) .
Not only are the forces of good and
evil clearly delineated but the
characters themselves are clearly
aligned with one side or the other.
There is transfer from one camp to
the other, but there are no fencesitters. The antithesis between good ·
and evil and between the servants of
good and of evil is complete and
obvious.
Because the characters are so
starkly good or evil and because the
forces of light and of darkness take
such an active part in this battle, the
struggle between Isaac and the
Preacher becomes a symbol of the
entire war itself. By skillfully interweaving the elements of her fantasy
world with the real world, Mabey
expands her characters and the plot
to embrace a much larger concept.
They become symbols for that of
which they are but a part. And yet
the relationship between the
characters and what they symbolize
is left sufficiently ambiguous. For
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example, the Preacher is identified
with Christ and all mankind, and yet
is none of these. He is the historical,
mortal Hiram Taylor of that time and
place, and yet is also Adam, Elijah,
and Christ. Isaac Ledbetter is the
historical, mortal Isaac Ledbetter of
that time and place, and yet is also
the many manifestations of evil that
have appeared throughout the ages
and even Satan himself. The albino
snake is a mortal snake, and yet is
also the snake of the garden of
Eden, who remembers the feel of
Eve's hands when she first touched
him in the Garden. This is the first
battle between the Preacher and
Isaac, and yet it is an "ancient
animosity between them." By skillfully interweaving reality and
fantasy, Mabey depicts the great
struggle that is at the heart of all
history: the great battle between the
Kingdom of Darkness and the
Kingdom of Light.
·
For a first novel, The Anointing is-a
masterpiece. The wealth of symbols
and the skillful characterization of
the people in the novel indicate a
firm grasp of her subject and a
careful control of her media. The
interplay of fantasy and reality and
the heavy use of symbolism,
however, have taken some readers
aback. And to be honest, they are
somewhat troublesome. But as was
indicated before, the fantastic
elements of the novel are crucial to
its message. The symbolism is
another matter. At times, Mabey
seems to be clubbing the reader
over the head with symbols, rather
than merely implying a relationship
from which the reader may then
deduce any symbolization.
However, if this is all that can be
saia about an author's first bookthough perhaps other minor criticisms could be offered-th.en we
may well be in store for great things
from Martha Mabey in the
future.
■

An Interview
with
Martha Mabey

Dialogue. Perhaps the first
question we should ask is why
do you write?
Mabey: I've always wanted to write.
I think in pictures; it's as if there's a
TV screen constantly turned on in
my nead. And writing is a way for me
to take those pictures out of my
head and bring them into existence.
So, I've always wanted to write but
I've never had the time to. I ncreasingly I had this feeling that I would go
to my grave never having brought
into existence these images that are
going around in my head. And that
was something that I felt I had to try. I
can't be more specific than that.
Dialogue: What made you choose
the subject that you did: the primitive setting, the snake cult, and the
two preachers?
Mabey: I've always been interested
in the religious nature of things. I
guess I am constantly wrestling with
questions in my own life that are at
bottom religious questions. Even in
the kind of work I did in education, it
seemed to me that many of the
questions were religious questions.
For instance, when you ask what
kind of education will effectively
develop the child's potential, that
seems to be not primarily an educational question but a religious
question.
Now as to the actual setting and
plot, that just came to me in a way
that's hard to explain. Much of it
emerged from my childhood . I used
to spend my summers at my grandparents' place in Tennessee and
Kentucky. So for .probably the first
ten years of my life, I spent three
months of every summer in a rural

mountain setting. Now none of my
relatives are snake handlers, I'd like
to point out, but the sense of place
and the tone come from my memory
and from my interpretation of the
mountains, the water, the trees, and
the rocks.
Dialogue: What elements make a
novel specifically Christian?
Mabey: I prefer not to talk about
Christian Literature as such but,
rather, to talk about Christians writing literature; which is not the same
thing as saying that there exists
such a thing as Christian Literature.
A Christian has a different
perspective on the world and should
be able to grasp the sense of good
and evil that exists in the world and
still know that some sort of hope is
possible. There are some books that
are passed off as Christian Literature that totally ignore the whole
question of evil. Frequently, they're
written as "good books" or as books
that deal with some theme and are,
therefore, passed off as Christian
Literature. I believe that to
ignore the forces of evil, the
extremes of power in the world, is to
have a very one-sided picture that iis
not accurate: A Christian is the most
equipped to have a perspective
about good and evil, and if that ·
person is going to be a novelist, he
will have to incorporate a profound
sense of both good and evil and of
their struggle with each other into
his novel.
Dialogue: Is this theme of the battle
between good and evil going to be a
persistent theme in your future
novels?
Mabey: It's a theme that is very
interesting to me. I've become
interested in Jungian psychology, a·
psycholo_gical approach with a
very religious basis. It says that
there is a dark side and a light side to
all of us. We only become whole
people if we acknowledge the
existence of the dark side and

assimilate it into our personality
rather than deny it. And I guess it's
the same for the larger theme of
acknowledging the existence of the
dark side in history or society. It's
only when we acknowledge that it
exists and know what it is that we
can rob it of its power and assimilate
it.
Dialogue: Would you say, then, that
the characters in your novel all have
a dark side and a light side, or are
you talking about society and history
when you talk about the dark side?
For instance, the Preacher seemed
to me to be almost the quintessence
of good.
Mabey: Well I think, in that story,
Isaac and the Preacher represent
the two sides. Isaac was totally bad.
He was using religion in a totally bad
and perverted way. The Preacher
was good and constantly tried to do

A Christian is the
best equipped to
have a perspective
about good and evil.
the work of the Spirit in a good way.
Each of them was a half; one was
the dark side, and one was the light
side.
Dialogue: Do you feel that many of
the artistic productions of today
neglect the good in creation, and
now I'm thinking particularly of
movies. Since reading your interview with The Grand Rapids Press
wherein you made the comment
that you felt Paul Schrader was
overly concerned with evil to the
neglect of the good, I've seen
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several movies, and in each one it
struck me that that was a valid criticism of that movie too: that there
was a heavy emphasis on evil and
very little on good. When evil was
fought, it was fought with guns and
violence, the very things that you
emphasize in your novel cannot be
used to fight evil.
a y: Yes, I do think that. I think
that the dark side of all of us rises up
and takes over when we don't
acknowledge its existence. That's
the danger, and I think that's why we
see so many manifestations of the
dark side in creative things like
movies and literature. It's almost a
domination by that side of the artist.
That happens when we don't
acknowledge that evil exists. It
seems very important to me that evil
is not to be fought with violence but
has to be fought on its own ground.
The Preacher, for example, had no
way of overcoming evil with his own
strength. He had to totally die to himself in order to overcome the evil.
i /ague. Since he was a student of
yours at West Side Christian High,
would you want Paul Schrader to
make a movie of your novel?
. At this point, I'm not sure.
Artistically that would be very
interesting; he and I have come from
somewhat similar backgrounds. I
see him with only a firm grasp of evil,
and in my book, I try to look at both
sides. Without talking to him first, I
would feel uneasy. The evil stuff that
happens in my book might be overemphasized, but then again, maybe
not. It's kind of a fantasy thought at
this point.
Di I gue: In this ongoing battle
between good and evil, will there be
a once-and-for- all triumph of good
over evil?
ab y Ultimately, when the world
ends. But as long as there is life on
this earth, there will be a constant
battle. But good will overcome. I
guess I believe that evil will be
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saved, not wiped out. That's different
from saying that . it 's going to be
elimin-ated. We can't -eliminate it in
the sense of wiping it out. Evil somehow has to be assimilated, and by
that process of assimilation,
redeemed so that the organism that
was affected by the evil can be
whole.
D1 /ogu So good has to transform
evil?
y· Yes, that's important, that
evil be transformed rather than
eliminated.
I tried to say throughout the book
that things used in an unnatural way
are the horrible perversions of evil,
whether they be snakes, sexuality,
the land, or whatever. When things
are not allowed to function in their
natural way, it is a perversion, and I
guess I was trying to say that evil is
not just naughtiness; evil is really
terrible. If you're not horrified by it,
you don't grasp the immensity of it.
It's only when you begin to have a
grasp of how powerful evil is that you
begin to have a grasp on how
·powerful goodness is. To reduce the
power of evil is to reduce the power
of good.
Dt I
How would you react to
the statement that there are a great
number of Calvinistic ideas in The
Anointing? For example, the
emphasis on light invading the darkness rather than merely remaining
separate from it; the idea that even
the powers of evil are under the law;
the evil of misusing God's creation
and the all around high regard for
creation (that is, that it is not in itself
evil but can be bent); the idea that
sin is a perversion of what was good;
the sharp antithesis between good
and evil; the task of the preacher to
turn people into whole people (the
emphasis on wholism and the absence of the body /soul dichotomy). How do you react to that
statement, and would you consider
yourself or this novel to be at all

Calvinistic?
a y Oh, I love it. I feel that I am
profoundly a Calvinist. It's a very allpervasive thing that happened to me
as a result of my education at Calvin.
It was really a kind of a deep conversion experience that I had. As
you know Calvin talks about a worldand-life view, and nobody else talks
about that. That's what I feel that I
have, and it's very difficult to find
people in the setting that I'm in who
understand what any of that means.
I think deeply committed Calvinists
have a perception of the world that
most other people don't have. It's
really a profound perception. That's
why I said earlier that I would rather
talk about Christians doing
something , than talk about Christian fiction or Christian literature or
Christian whatever. Christiansand then I would interpret myself as
a Christian who is a type of
Calvinist-have this unique grasp of
all of creation which puts them in a
position to say something that other
people can't say. That's what I mean
when I say that writing that novel
was a profoundly religious
experience for me; it says all of the
things that I think theologically. It's
not a book primarily about snakes! I ·
go to an Episcopalian church, and I

Wn ing that nave
was a profoundly
religious experir
or rn
don't talk about Calvinism with
people because frequently they
don't understand, but my grasp of
reality is this all pervasive worldand-life perspective. I was very
much influenced by that whole
approach which says that you don't
separate things into sacred-secular.
That whole approach fascinates
me.

, / u In the novel, you carefully
avoid theological terms. Would you
comment on why you did this?
b y I didn't want this book to
have a sectarian label. Many books
which are advertised as Christian
books are considered to be sectarian by many people. I wanted this
book to have a broader appeal. I
wanted non-religious people to read
the book and somehow to be
affected by it. Sometimes, if things
are spelled out in traditional Christian terms, they are dismissed by
other people.
D1a/o u When one first begins to
read your novel, it seems to be a
very literal novel; but then as one
progresses, in certain scenes, particularly the anointing scene at the
end, it clearly moves beyond the
literal to where what happens in the
novel obviously could not happen in
reality. Was this a deliberate device
on your part? It almost seemed as if
the novel was a curious mixture of
fiction and fantasy, and that it went
back and forth between the two
genres.
abey· Well, my editor at Dell also
said that it was a very hard book to
categorize . What he did was to categorize it as an occult novel. That's
the only thing he could do with mine.
Science fiction is either called an
occult novel or a science fiction
novel. Whenever it transcends the
literal, the publishing world doesn't
know what to do with a novel. And so
what they've done is create these
categories of occult and science
fiction and put things in either one of
the two. Or else, if it's overtly Christian or overtly religious in a traditional way, then they call it a Christian novel.
I ·feel that there are two types of
reality in existence. One is seen
reality and one is unseen reality. My
book crosses over between the
world of seen and u·nseen reality,
and I go back and forth between

them. Unseen reality has an
existence as real as seen reality, but
we just don't know how to tie into
that very much anymore. Modern
people have fallen out of touch with .
the reality of the unseen world.
Christian theology has an implicit
tie-in with the unseen world, and yet
we're often cut off from the ability to
communicate with the unseen
world, to be contacted by it, or to
react as if it exists.
Dialogue· One of the criticisms that
has been expressed is that the
symbolization in the novel is too obvious. Was this also a deliberate device?
Mabey· Well, I think that only a
sensitive Christian would find the
symbolism obvious. I don't think the
rest of the world would. Most people
react to the symbolism on a psychological level; for example, Scottie
falling into the pit and his utter
despair. Some people have said,
"Well that's an exact description of
where Scottie and Moiria are psychologically: the fear of what exists
the darkness, the fear of what exists
in the darkness, how is there a way
out." So I would say that you or anyone at Calvin are really responding
out of your own religious sensitivities when you find the symbolism
obvious.
Dialogue. How would you compare
yourself to Flannery O'Connor and
her treatment of good and evil, to her
as a fellow Christian writing literature?
Mabey. Well, I feel uncomfortable
because she is such a great novelist
and I've only written one novel.
We're both Southerners, and it
seems to me that there is something
about being from the deep south
that gives you an ability to understand the existence of evil better
than being from some other place.
That's really hard to explain, but it's
not by accident that she is a
Southerner; it's not by accident that
William Faulkner is from Mississippi.
There is something about coming
from rural Mississippi that affects
you in a way no other place does.
There's no way to escape the
influence of the land, of the heat, of
the oppressiveness of that kind of
stuff. I can't imagine somebody
writing about good and evil, certainly
in the way I did, who came from
somewhere else. Southern writers ·

seem to be able to tap into the
existence of evil more effectively
than any others I can think of. But my
primary response is that I feel uncomfortable being compared to
someone who has established herself.
Dialogue. What sort of reactions
have you received from other
people in the Reformed community?
Mabey· I've had a broad range of
reactions, ranging all the way from
"It was a good, exciting story and I
kept wanting to turn the pages to find
out what happens next," to "I can't
believe you would write such a
sexual book." In my opinion, it's not
a sexual book at all. A psychiatrist
discussing the book with me commented that spirituality makes
people more anxious than sexuality.
Profound spirituality, a coming to
grips with their relationship to God,
is very anxiety-producing. And he
commented that many people, in
reading my book, are made
spiritually anxious by all the implicit
supernatural elements in it, but latch
onto the sexuality and focus their
attention on that rather than on what
is really causing the anxiety.
Dialogue: How is your next novel
coming? I understand that it is about
your Mississippi background.
You've said that Mississippi has had
a real influence on your perception
of evil, and yet, in the Press article,
you say that you really disliked
Mississippi.
Mabey: Yes, I really did. I thought
that if I could write a novel that took
place in Mississippi, I might be
able to work tnrough some of my
problems with it. But I'm having a
frustrating time with this novel. I'm
not writing in an inspired way as I did
with The Anointing. I'm writing
something that I've already decided
I want to write, and I think I need to
let go of that and write something
that is inspired by some other
source. That's kind of where I am
right now. I'm trying to do something with this whole theme of darkness and lightness. I have a black
male child and a white female child
in a Mississippi setting who go
through a long period of time
together so that their lives are intertwined. At this point there's no point
in saying anymore because it all
may change.
■
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Christian
Rock?
John Worst

Rock music is still, after 30 years, the most controversial of popular art forms. It is the most widely condemned as well as the most universally consumed
product of our popular culture. Among Christians the
attitude still persists that rock is of the devil and is at the
heart of the post-W.W.11 American moral decline. (It all
started with Elvis.)
Rock music is indeed a persistent creature, but it is
also a highly complex one, and this is the reason it continues to command attention. It is a music of extremes,
of paradoxes. There is tender love as well as blatant
sexuality; there is rollicking good fun as well as
devastating anger; there is the intimate solo
performance as well as the elaborate light show; there is
the reasoned, sensible delivery as well as the wild,
uninhibited histrionics; there is the highly moral as well
as the highly degenerate; there is optimism and
pessimism. The music includes Bob Dylan but also The
Who; New Wave Police but also avant-garde Frank
Zappa; raw, primitive AC/DC but also classically
motivated Emerson, Lake, and Palmer. In short, it is a
music which runs the gamut of human experience and
emotion.
·
The Music Department has, until recently, ignored all
popular forms of music including rock. The attitude was, ·
at best, benign neglect, at worst, active intolerance. (In
fact, until recently, no form of popular culture, whether it
be in media, art, or recreation, was thought worthy of
serious intellectual pursuit by any academic department at Calvin College.) Presently, however, the Music
Department takes a much more sanguine view of
popular music, although rock is still treated with some
suspicion. The department does think popular music in
all forms, not just rock, is important enough to the Calvin
community to offer a regular core course, "American
Popular and Traditional Music." In this course, rock,
together with jazz, blues, country, folk, and pop are
examined historically as well as stylistically.
The question is often asked, "What kind of popular
music is suitable for Christian ears? Can non-Christian music be of benefit to Christians?"
Christian ears are no different from any other ears.
The Christian may listen to whatever he chooses. A true,
authentic Christian life is not one of prohibitions; it is one
of celebration and exuberance and love as well as
moderation, humility, and self-denial. Music or any cultural artifact which serves to affirm, honestly deal with,
or which confronts, attacks, and criticizes certain areas
of life can benefit anyone, Christian or not.
The question, however, is based on a false distinction . It should not be made between Christian and nonChristian music, but between good and bad, appropriate
and inappropriate music. The questions every Calvin
College music ensemble director asks in choosing his
or her concert program are: "Is this music well-crafted?
Is it suitable for this concert, this audience? Is it moving,
affecting? Will it work in this auditorium?" No serious
This amcle was prepared by Calvm Music Professor,
John Worst, from a list of questions submitted by the
Editors of Dialogue.
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musician, whether organist or choir-master, ever asks if
the music is Christian or not. These same standards
apply to rock music and rock musicians.
This is not to say that there is no difference between
"sacred" and "non-sacred" music. This distinction,
however, considers the purpose of the music, not so
much its structure or style (although certain styles of
music may be more appropriate than others for certain
"sacred" purposes).
Rock music is essentially a secular, urban-oriented,
technologically-influenced folk music. It stems from and
reflects the frustrations and fears, the disillusionment
and depression, the debilitating conformity and hallowness of Western society. At its most authentic and
genuine, it is a confrontational music, and therefore,
much of it is loud and angry. There is something
inherently secular and earthy in the nature of rock. But
evil? Well, there is evil in the excess in which some rock
performers indulge; and there is evil in the drugs and
booze and womanizing and indecent behavior of the
rock life style, just as there was evil in the jazz-age,
roaring '20's life style, or in the life style and environment of the ragtime musicians of the "gay 90's." But evil
in rock music per se? No.
Rock music, because of its inherently secular origins
and earthy associations, can be Christian; rock is much
more than music, really; it is a lifestyle, an anti-conventional, anti-establishment cultural phenomenon,
much of which is inimical to and inappropriate for any
form of Christian expression. True, Christian
contemporary musicians may use the big beat or the
hard driving rhythm or the shouting style of vocal
delivery on occasion, but to say that there is or can be
Christian Rock is to fail to understand the nature of
either rock or Christian. On the other hand, Christian
Contemporary Music (CCM) can be musically and
artistically valid as well as being authentically Christian
in its message. I don't think, however, that CCM has
been successful, except in a few cases, in developing a
genuinely Christian medium of communication. Much
CCM is either the old sentimental, pietistic, Bible Belt,
country-derived gospel music with a beat or it is so
tainted with commerical pop and pseudo-rock
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characteristics that it is suspect as a distinctively
Christian expression. However, the music of James
Ward, Michael Kelly Blanchard, and Wayne Watson, to
name a few, is genuine and gutsy; the lyrics are r~alistic;
the performances are professional without being sick. I
suspect many Christian young people are taken in by
the commercialism, the slickness, and the downright
romanticized Christianity found in many CCM groups.
This is not to say I entirely disapprove. I think so-called
"Christian Contemporary Music" as a whole is making a
ver_y positive contribution to the area of contempora~y
popular music.
Lately there has been a tendency in Christian circles
to emphasize the evil that can affect unsuspecting
listeners of rock music. We insult our intelligence if we
think that we can be so adversely affected. We are not
only what we eat, but also what we hear, see, and smell.
But to say that rock music can affect the unsuspecting
listener, with backmasking or any other subliminal
method, is to abdicate responsibility for one's own
behavior, giving much more credit to the power of rock
than it deserves. Concern over rock's power to affect
the minds of young people is very much out of proportion to the concern we should have for the effects television, money, and materialism have on our lives. The
concern is misplaced. Indeed, we should be aware of
what we, our friends, or our children devour, whether by
viewing reading, hearing, or eating. But to place so
much blame for social and · moral problems on a small
part of contemporary popular culture, albeit a loud and
sometimes obnoxious part, is to misjudge its value and
importance.
This misplaced concern also reflects a certain
distrust, uneasiness, and lack of confidence in our own
salvation. Rock music can be a vibrant expression of
exuberance, but it also offers powerful comment on the
malaise endemic to mid-20th century Western society.
We should be alert to its messages while at the same
time acknowledging its cynicism, violence, anger, and
even its degenerate excesses. First of all, though, we
must trust our own salvation and the strengthening
power of the Spirit in our lives as we observe and react
with the world around us. .
■

Sandra Dunn
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The

Lisbon
Express
Paul VanArragon

their mothers. I've seen this repeated throughout Europe. These
young men are leaving home for the
first time to get started on their first
year in the service, and their
mothers are very emotional as they
tightly embrace their sons. My
mother would do the same if I had to
join the army. Good mothers must
be the same all over the world.
I had better find a seat before the
army boys jump on the train.
Fortunately, there's a compartment
behind me with only four people in it:
three young women and an older
man. I'll sit there. Young people in
Europe usually speak some English;
I don't want to sit in silence for the
whole ride.
"May I sit here?"
Fortunately, one girl seems to
understand. "Some others are
sitting here but I think we can make
room."
"Thank you Senorita.
The luggage rack is quite
crowded already, but my backpack
just fits in, so that my Canadian flag
is in full view. Now I don't have to
worry that these passengers will
mistake me for an American and
begin a discussion about Reagan.
Let's see what odd combination of
people I'm among this time. The two
girls sitting next to the window are
obviously Dutch. That's one culture I
can recognize. They both have dirty
blonde hair and one of them said the
word vreselijk. They're talking back
and forth rather loudly. I can teil from
looking at them that I'm not going to
like them much. The man across
from me is sitting quietly reading a
magazine. He looks quite ordinary. I
can tell he's Portuguese by the title
of the magazine: El Lisboa.
The girl sitting next to me has the
long dark hair of southern Europe
and very fine features. Since she
hasn't said anything and isn't reading either, I can't be sure of her
nationality, but she looks
Portuguese. I haven't been here
long enough to recognize
Portuguese traits, but at least she
doesn't remind me of any other culture. She's very beautiful.
The train is beginning to pull out of
the station. Here come three other
passengers into the compartment. A
teenage girl and a very old stooped
lady holding onto her arm are
11

Good. I just made the train with a
few minutes to spare. I'm lucky. The
line for buying reservations was almost too long. Too bad I didn't know
that a Eurailpass isn't enough for
this train. I would've tried to get here
earlier. Anyway, it feels good to get
this heavy backpack off my back
and stand up straight again.
The Lisbon Central Station is very
crowded today. There are \ many
young Portuguese men on the platform being hugged good-bye by
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coming in first; they sit directly
opposite me, beside the man. The
other person is a young man about
my age. From first sight I can tell he's
a very friendly, outgoing person.
He's looking around the room with a
big smile on his face, greeting the
other passengers. He sees me and
stretches out his arm to welcome
me.
"My name is Mateus," he smiles,
and then introduces me to the
others in the compartment. The two
girls are Dutch as I guessed, and the
beautiful girl beside me is indeed
Portuguese. Her name is Clarissa.
"My name is Paul. I'm from
Canada and am on my way to Paris.
I don't speak Portuguese, but I do
know a little French."
"Oh? Clarissa speaks a little
French also."
I'm glad to hear this; another
chance to use my French, and with
such a beautiful girl. I'II see if I can
strike up a conversation.
"Je parle un peu de Francais."
"Oui, she responds.
I don't know what to say next.
Mateus, who is a much better conversationalist than I, asks me if I am
a student.
"Yes, I go to college in the United
States. I'm studying mathematics."
"Oh, I study economics."
Hmm. No point of contact there. I
wonder where he's travelling to?
Before I can ask he speaks. "She is
a fine girl, isn't she?" He had noticed
me looking at Clarissa. "She's a
typically beautiful Portuguese girl."
"Yes, she is." I have no choice but
to agree that she's beautiful, and it
would be nice if she were typical.
But I wonder if Clarissa can understand our words?
She makes me think of a
Portuguese man I met weeks ago in
Geneva. How he reveled in the
beauty of Portuguese women on
Portuguese beaches; it was almost
a religious experience for him. He
was unmarried, an atheist, believing
in nothing but beauty. Perhaps he'd
met Clarissa.
"Paul, what have you seen in
Portugal? one of the Dutch girls
asks me. She seems very interested
in me. At least I can talk to her.
"I've seen Lisbon and the
southern coast of Portugal, but I
have to leave the country now since
11

I want to visit Paris."
"But there's so much to see in
Northern Portugal. . .. "
The man interrupts and says
something to her in Portuguese.
Mateus responds, also in
Portuguese. Suddenly, I'm left out of
the conversation. A few words
sound familiar but I can 't tell what
they're talking about. I wish I knew
Portuguese, but of course it's impossible to know every language. In
Italy, I wished I knew Italian. In
Spain, I wished I knew Spanish. It
was like the time in the train station
in Aranquez when I was trying to
communicate with a man who didn't
know English. He was speaking very
emotional and waving his arms; then
suddenly he started singing what
sounded like a sad love-song. I
didn't know what to make of it because I couldn't understand either
his words or his song. When I had to
leave, he gave me a kiss on both
cheeks. That was communication.
That also reminds me of a time I was
trying to talk to an old Greek couple.
They seemed absolutely thrilled to
see me. After a fairly unsuccessful
and frantic attempt at communication they also kissed me on both
cheeks and sent me on my way.
"Paulo, would you like a glass of
wine?" Mateus is askiang.
"Yes please." I have a bottle of
Cinzano vermouth in my backpack
to offer in return to Mateus. You get
very used to carrying a bottle of wine
at all times when traveling in Europe.
Perhaps I'll pick up some cheeses
and a baguette when I get to Paris
for the complete European meal.
Mateus is offering the other three
girls and the man some wine. They
all accept. I wish he hadn't given any
wine to the Dutch girls; they are
becoming noisy. I wonder why
they're trying to talk to each other in
English. Maybe they want me to
listen in.
I offer wine to Clarissa but she
says no.
No one offered the old lady any
wine. She is oblivious to everyone in
the compartment. She's been
mumbling to herself for a long time. I
hadn't noticed what she was doing.
She has a string of beads in her
hands and is moving the beads
around one by one. That must be a

Rosary . I've never seen one before.
She seems to be peering directly
into my eyes as she prays. No
matter how long I look into her eyes
she does not look away. I wonder if
she's even aware that I'm looking at
her. She continues to pray. She must
be a very pious woman. I don't have
many negative feelings towards
Roman Catholics anymore, and I
wonder if there isn't a lot of good in
their rituals . What's wrong with
kneeling and praying long, fervent
prayers? And what's wrong with
beautiful sculptures in Cathedrals?
What's wrong with touching a
sculpture of Jesus as you walk into a
cathedral if it is an expression of
your humility before God?
I remember visiting a Greek
Orthodox Church. Even though the
liturgy appeared very superstitious
with a great deal of chanting by the
priest and monks, the people treated
the sacrament with great respect.
What's wrong with that? Perhaps it's
because I haven't seen many other
churches besides the Catholic ones
that I'm so sympathetic towards
Catholics.
But I've also seen the other side of
the coin. The first thing the students I
met at the Piazza Navona in Rome
asked me was whether I was
Catholic; and when I answered no,
they replied "Good." Many of the
students were Marxists and had
nothing to do with the church.
Marxism was their religion. I also
met a student in Rome who said tha~
he thought Jesus Christ was very
good but that he did not like the
Catholic Church. Why wasn't the
church an option for him? Instead
he was flirting with Marxism . There
should be more Reformed churches
here. I'm looking forward to going to
the Netherlands. If I can't improve
my Dutch quickly, at least I'll feel
more at home in the church
services.
Mateus is offering me another
glass of Amontillado. He sure is
friendly. I'II offer Clarissa a glass of
wine again.
This time she accepts. I'm glad.

used to sleeping on moving trains,
but I don't feel well tonight. Clarissa
is shifting in her seat. I think she's
still awake, but the others are all
sleeping.
I wonder what is happening back
home in Hamilton right now. It's
about eight o'clock in Ontario. If it
were Sunday, my family would just
be getting out of church, but I don't
think it is. It sure will be nice to get
home in a few weeks. My mother will
be very glad to see me, and I'll have
many stories to tell.
Clarissa doesn 't look comfortable. I'II look at her until she turns
her head and looks at me. There . I
beckon her to lean on my shoulder
and she does. Sometimes a little
gesture serves much better than
words.
My stomach is beginning to feel
upset. I don't think I should have had
that mixture of wine. Maybe I'm not
getting sick but just need a little food
to settle my stomach. In my
backpack I have an orange. I'll peel
it and eat it slowly so that I don't
disturb the girl resting on my
shoulder.
The other passengers are leaning
on each other also. The old lady is
still holding her rosary but she's not
mumbling her prayers any longer. I
wish she'd say a prayer for me; I'm
not feeling any better.
I can see Clarissa peripherally.
She seems to be comfortable now. It
feels good to have her there. Traveling can be a lot of fun.
My stomach is acting up again.
It's getting worse. I think my worst
fears are starting to come true. I'm
going to be sick.
It's very dark outside tonight. The
occasional light whizzes past the
window but I don't see the moon or
any stars. I honestly don't feel well. If
I'm going to be sick, how will I get
this girl off my shoulder?
I wish I hadn't eaten the
orange . .. .

•
It's now two in the morning. The
Dutch girls have finally stopped talking and have gone to sleep. I'm quite

-----
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Toward a
Christian
Poetic
The poet is an artist of words . As
the sculptor's medium is steel, so
the poet's is words. And just as the
painter must study chromatics,
learning the uses of colors and the
nuances of hue, so the poet must
study words. Whether this means
hours of study in the Oxford English
Dictionary or a constant, inquiring
attention paid to the words which
surround him, the poet must make
his primary discipline the study of
words. What do they mean in themselves and as they are enclosed in
words around them? Which is the
proper word here? Does this word
really mean what I think it does?
These are questions the poet must
constantly be asking. W.H. Auden
advises that only tho$e who want to
work with words become poets, not .
those who think they have something important to say. This work is
extremely difficult. When Walt
Whitman exclaimed "Spontaneous
me!" he led many would-be poets to
assume the work of a poet is an
easy, carefree sport. But language
is a tricky medium which requires
strenuous sculpting. This work is
made more difficult by the state of
language today. Early in this
century, Ludwig Wittgenstein observed the demise of language in
contemporary culture. Its torn condition has not improved since then.
Many words are void of meaning
and many more lack clear and
accurate definition. Such is the
condition of the poet's medium
today.
But surely poetry is more than
words.Much of modern art has tried
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Rob Schreur
to produce object-less art which
canvas with paint and lines, so the
can stand on its own, referring to
poet must struggle with his words
nothing outside of itself for meaning
and language. This translation inor justification. There have been atvalves an unpacking of the vision to
tempts to write poetry in this
examine it, followed by a repacking
manner, such as concrete poetry,
of it into words. Such a process can
which relies completely on shapes,
be accomplished through a long
not words, for its meaning. Although
series of drafts and sketches, resultit may be possible to paint a canvas
ing in a final version ( as Beethoven
orange and declare it to be an objet
composed his music), or by giving
d'art, isolated from the rest of reality,
the vision a hard chewing over in the
it certainly is impossible to work with
mind followed by a rapid outpouring
words this way. Words are
ofthefinalwork(asMozartwrotehis
referential, having layer upon layer
music). When the process is
of meaning. Words have tendons of
completed, the poet will have the
connotation and reference,
original vision ·translated and
attaching themselves to the rest of
repackaged into a poem which conthe language and to all of humanly
tains it. This repackaging is what
perceived reality. These sinews
J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis meant
cannot be cut by any amount of
when they claimed their fantasies
artistic surgery. Words always refer
were "true." They had received a
beyond themselves.
vision of the story, and the final
But · what to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - what? Words are
a poet's medium.
"Words strain,
But a medium
Crack and sometimes break under the
from what to
what? A poem
burden"
begins with a
vision. Whether _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

this vision is mystical or intellectual;
from God, society, or the poet; an
experience or an insight; idea,
action, or thing; the poet must
decide. But the vision is the origin of
the poem, and thus of the poet.
Once the poet receives the vision,
however, he cannot just sit down
and write a poem. A full-scale translation project must be undertaken to
pin down the memory of this
packaged vision to words which can
carry or contain it. As the painter
must struggle to get his vision onto

product was "true" to this vision. T.S.
Eliot recognized the difficulty of this
translation when he observed that
"Words strain,/ Crack and sometimes break, under the burden."
Thus, both skill and integrity are
necessary virtues for the poet as he
works with his vision.
Given this process, · how then
should a Christian read poetry?
Many contemporary critics prefer to
read poems in isolation from their
historical context. They wish to read
the poem for the vision only, with no

regard for the poet who had the
vision. There is much to be said for
this objective way of reading poetry:
prophets are concerned that their
audience hear the prophecy, not
that they hear the prophet. But the
prophet incorporates into the transmission of his vision his own beliefs
and thoughts and words. The poet
cannot, as the critic I.A. Richards
called for, write his poetry without
the influence of his beliefs. But,
because poetry incorporates and
proceeds from the poet's beliefs, the
Christian reader must not, therefore,
conclude that he should read only
Christian poetry and Christian
poets, avoiding all non-Christian
beliefs. The Christian reader can
receive many insights from a nonChristian poet whose vision is clear
and powerful. But the Christian must
be aware of the religious presuppositions which ground- the
poem so that he can discern the
poet's vision . When he reads the
poem, he must be aware that he is
looking at a vision of some aspect of
life. He need not fear that he is
"reading too much into it," finding
something in it which the poet did
not intend to put there. If the poet
relays his vision clearly, the reader
will see it clearly and will perhaps
find something in it which the poet
himself did not see.

Air of Mystery

But if the poet merely records a
vision, some insight he has had of
life, how does a Christian poet differ
from a non-Christian poet? A superficially plausible answer might be
that their subject material differs. A
non-Christian, for instance, could
not write a poem thanking God for
the salvation given him in Jesus
Christ. But there are many things
about which a non-Christian poet
could write with as much proficiency
and authenticity as the Christian
poet.
One primary difference which
does distinguish a Christian poet
from a non-Christian poet is motivation. A Christian poet should do his
poetry, as he does everything else,
for the glory of God and the upbuilding of the body of Christ. His poetry
does not have to be devotional
poetry in a strict sense. But his
poetry must be grounded in the
poet's saving knowledge of Jesus
and his sanctifying relationship with
him. The Israelites offered to God
the calves they had worked hard to
fatten, they built his temple with
ornate gold and cedar; the poet can
offer to his God his well-wrought
poems.
But the Christian poet's task is not
easy. Not only must he work with a ·
language which · is even more
broken than in Wittgenstein's day;

he must also write in a world which is
either ignorant of, or hostile to his
Christianity. The poet has at least
three options to deal with this difficulty. He may write his poetry for a
small group where his language is
effective and his religion is understood. Or he may write his poetry in
an ideal fashion, that is, as though
the world understands it (thus,
initially, writing primarily for himself),
then trying to change his world in an
extra-poetic way so that people will
be able to comprehend his poetry.
Or, thirdly, the poet may try to contain within his poetry the information
and equipment necessary either for
the reader to realize the poet's
vision , or to convert the reader so he
can perceive the vision as a Christian ( although poetry as a tool of
evangelism presents many of its
own difficulties) .
This essay has been "toward a
Christian poetic." Clearly, if anything, it is only a stepping stone in
the direction of a Christian theory of
poetry. Many questions remain unaddressed. Those addressed have
been answered in an incomplete
and, ..perhaps, an incorrect way. But
that such questions must be
addressed and answered in light of
our ~nowledge of God's creation
and Christ's· redemptive act is most
certain : ·
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This article was prepared from an
interview with Dance Guild
instructor, Karen Sterk, and
chairman, Dorothy VerKerk.

Three years ago, a group of ten
Calvin students met weekly in P.E.
300. That's not such an extraordinary occurance, you might say.
Yet, it was. For not only has that
group of 1 O grown to 130 enthusiastic members that meet twice a
week, but they are there for the sole
purpose of studying dance. Such
growth for such a reason is traditionally vulnerable to the criticism of
"waywardness" from Christian
norms, which many Reformed
people believe to be the end result of
dance. Indeed, from this perspective it seems extraordinary that so
many Calvin students become
involved in Dance Guild.
But taken from a completely different perspective, the seeming
unusualness becomes a normative
matter. That dance becomes at-
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tractive to both dancers and viewers
alike is only ordinary because dance
is an expression of joy, a result of
hard work, and a God-given talent
that not only deserves, but mandatorially calls for recognition . What
then, is dance all about?
Dance is an artistic form of communication between the dancer and
the viewer. Guided by the tone and
rhythm of music, dancers, in a
sense, become like a living painting:
.they become the brush on the empty
canvas that uses color, contrast,
texture, mood, and speed within the
spatial relationship of symmetry,
line, and movement. A dance is, of
course, very intimately connected
with the piece of music to which it is
performed. But there isn't always a
point for point correlation between
the music and the choreography. An
example can be found in the Christmas piece (Christmas Concerto's
by Correlli) that Dance Guild is preparing for this season. This dance is
an abstract representation or
symbol of the Christmas story. It is

not a precise display of chronological events; rather it creates an aura,
an ambiance of majesty and awe in
order to communicate the joy of
the Christmas event.
Another example can be found in
"Appalachian Spring," a piece that
was done in the Spring of '82. While
it created an aura of noble grandeur,
there was yet a quiet simplicity
inherent in it; the combined effect
was brought out by the dance
through the costume choice and
choreography. The costumes were
simple black leotards and black
skirts which concentrated on the
lines of the body and accentuated
the hands, head, and legs. In order
to have made all the aspects of the
performance an expression of the
mood of the song, each variation of
the choreography had to be in
harmony with the dance as a whole.
Working a piece out in this manner
becomes especially important for
liturgical dance since the dance,
then, becomes a visual symbol in
the same way that the hymn itself is
an auditory expression of its message.
However, it is not just liturgical
dance that is a celebration in praise
of God. Any dance done by one who
seeks to praise and celebrate is a
dance that is good. The same principle applies to other art: paintings
that feature Christ, music with a
religious theme, or literature that
specifically exemplifies a "Christian" lifestyle does not cover the
whole of Christian art. In fact, these
are as prone to blasphemy as any
"other" art. One has to probe the
motivations behind these various art
forms.
Since the dance is a form of communication, the dancer's and/ or
choreographer's own religious persuasions are going to come through.
Karen Sterk, Dance Guild's instructor, explains, "When I dance, everything · about the world seems to
come together for me. It is an expression of my heart. It is an effort to
express praise through another
form of worship. It expresses the
human condition and conveys the
wonder, awe, and majesty of God
and of His creation . To me, dance is
a celebration · of life and of every
good thing that God has given us."

So What If We're Off

In one sense, dance is the same for
non-Christians. They also celebrate
life with their dance, yet it is a celebration and a praise that is
misdirected away from God and
towards the self. We ought not
underestimate the danger of dance:
it can become very narcissistic.
Often dancers go through a phase
of self-concentration before they
reach a level in which their dance
has a sense of self-abandon. That is
not to say that the dancer must be
unaware of himself-this opposite
extremity is also liable to lead to a
misdirected expression of dance.
Instead, a balance must be maintained. The dancer has to be selfinvolved to some extent if he is going
to study dance.
We can't ignore the misgivings
that exist in the Reformed community concerning dance. The
biggest problem area involves
sexual misconceptions about
dance. After having seen a nonguild performance, someone once

Esther VanEek

commented to Karen that the dance
was good because the women were
all nicely covered up with white
robes. The costumes, no doubt,
were apt for that particular show
(yet, one would hope that other
features contributed to its success). But often, especially in jazz
dance and ballet, leotards and tights
are more appropriate .. One of the
basic components of dance is the
line of the body. Angles created with
arm and leg movements _must be
seen in order to make the dance
effective.
We have to learn to separate our
distorted view of sex from the art of
the dancer. The point can be
clarified by making an analogy. Ask
yourself, does anyone ever talk
about the sexual implications of a
basketball game when the players
run around in their gym shorts and
muscle shirts, or is the swimmer
condemned for practicing his sport
because he only wears a suit? We
have learned to see these sports as

being something other than merely
sexual.
What is most important to realize,
however, is that dance is not
necessarily inherently evil. It is
subject to sin, as we know our whole
beings and every aspect of life are,
but it is, in the first place, a Godgiven talent with the potential of
being used to return thanks. Herein
lies its joy and expression of celebration. Thus, rather than dance by
its very nature leading to corruption
of body and mind, the opposite is
true, as the psalmist so aptly
phrased it: "Thou hast turned my
mourning into dancing." Dance is
not a given that leads to sin; but a
given exists, namely joy, which
leads to dancing.
It is this perspective which gives
dance a place in the Christian's life.
And it is the celebration aspect of
dance which makes it so much fun.
It is, in fact, no wonder at all that the
Dance Guild has become such a
popular group on campus.
■
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Conversing
with Art
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The arts today are often considered to be fun but unnecessary cultural frills. Too often the arts are the first to
be dropped or reduced in a tight educational budget. In
addition, there exist hostile feelings toward some artists
and the "junk" that they produce as well as an apathetic
attitude which sees art, especially contemporary art, as
meaningless. Such attitudes toward the arts give
evidence that too many educated people today do not
understand the language of the arts, and therefore,
cannot participate in this form of communication experience. This is unfortunate since communication
experiences are vital to a society. The arts are a means
of participating in human life and of experiencing what it
is to be alive.
Art is a communication process in which the artist
indirectly communicates with the viewer; however, the
"language of art" must be understood by both artist and
viewer (critic) before effective communication can
occur. Just as the symbols used in mathematics and in
reading must be taught and learned before an understanding of the subject can occur, so too, the symbols
and skills used in the arts must be taught and learned
before effective communication between individuals
can occur. Thus, any viewer or critic of art must be an
understanding participant in the communication
experience before one can make any critical comment
or analysis on art. With this in mind, it is easy to see that
entrance into a gallery or art museum is much like
reading a novel. If one is to enjoy or learn from the experience one must, of course, know how to read. Any
further knowledge of writing techniques or reading skills
is beneficial in making the experience more rewarding.
Without the ability to read, however, someone who
could merely look at the printed words would have a different experience than someone who not only looks but
reads as well.
We are dealing here with an issue that is being raised
on our own campus. There are hostile feelings toward
some of the sculptures on campus, for instance. It is not
rare to hear students-or professors-express their
opinions about the "junk" being produced in the Art
Department. And the attitude that contemporary art is
meaningless and mindless is clear in the general
response to the black metal sculpture in front of the
science building entitled "Night Sailors."
To investigate this controversy from the viewpoint of
an artist, we went to Macyn Bolt, a producer of contemporary art, who teaches painting and printmaking in
Calvin's Art Department.

An Interview
with Macyn Bolt

~

Do contemporary artists want to communicate through their work or is it mainly their personal experiences that are important?
I believe that most artists today are interested in
communicating something through or with their work.
As long as they make work for the public to see, they are
interested to some degree in communication. However,
that does not automatically imply that the personal experience is not an important ingredient in its creation.
By personal experience I do not mean that it is simply
some type of therapy that the individual who calls
himself an artist undergoes in order to find emotional release. That can amount to nothing more than exhibitionism. What I do mean, though, is that the artist draws from
his or her own experiences and perceptions; however,
they are formed as a point of departure for creating a
work of art. This is the root cause for artwork that ranges
from the highly personal and idiosyncratic to that which
is intensely intellectual and esoteric. It stems from a
deep-felt interest on the part of the artist that drives him
to continually seek the right form, the right visual solution to the issue(s) he has set out to address.
What keeps this basic foundation of personal
experience from being just exhibitionism is the fact that
art functions within a context. This is a context comprised of reality as it is understood and experienced at a
given time. The artist visually articulates aspects of this
reality, be it spiritual, psychological, cultural, scientific.
This demands not only an understanding of the cultural,
political, intellectual climate of the day, but also an
understanding of what has taken place historically. The
contemporary artist is involved in a continual "dialogue"
with the work of artists who have preceded him, and to
some degree his work is a reaction, either affirmative or
non-affirmative, to his predecessors and their accuracy
in portraying a truth of the times.
Therefore, the cliche that "anything goes" for the
contemporary artist, that he can do anything he wants
and call it art, is only a half truth. Even though he is free
to challenge accepted artistic boundaries and limitations, these challenges are only significant or meaningful inasmuch as the artwork opens up a new under-

standing of the context of which it is part. Consequently,
making art involves personal experience and
expression along with an interest in meaningful, insightful communication.
DI lo ue If communication is the goal , who does the
artist expect to communicate to?
t. There is no single answer to that question. Every
artist is conscious of a certain kind of audience when he
works , whether it be made up of other artists, the community in which he lives, or the general public. Theimportant point here is that even though the artist is
conscious of an audience, more often than not he does
not work for or to please an audience only. His first
allegiance is to the issues with wh.ich he works, the
vision for which he strives. It's not at all like TV network
programming in which the goal is mass appeal rather
than artistic integrity.
Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to conclude that
the artist is not interested in reaching a broader public; it
simply means that the general public's taste doesn't
become a preoccupation, that it doesn't dictate the
direction of the work. The artist must work from his own
understanding of what is important, whether that be
acceptable to the viewer or not.
Dlalogu Is contemporary art an elitist art or is it meant
to speak to everyone?
B It I think that the charge that contemporary art is
elitist is not the problem of the artwork as much as it is
the problem of the viewer. I don't mean to sound calloused, but many people expect the same kind of gratification from works of art that they get when they turn on
the television. Everything is automatically clear and immediate and doesn't involve a lot of soul-searching or
questioning. One really does not have to think, one just
absorbs.
Contemporary art demands something more from the
viewer. It addresses a very c:Jifferent kind of concern
than most of us are used to. Many of us have been
raised to understand that a painting tells a story and
somehow, by deciphering all the symbols, we can
reconstruct a narrative. Viewing art becomes a game in
which we try to find linguistic equivalents for visual
symbols so we can find the "meaning." But in most art
produced today, that process is not applicable. What we
encounter instead is an object that is more than just a
symbol which points to something outside itself. It is an
object that has a "life" of its own, a self-contained presence. To think of a work of art as a storytelling device is
to shortchange its full potential. Art is meant to be experienced and not defined. It should be taken on its own
terms; its meaning must be discovered rather than
blatantly stated.
Too often the average viewer becomes frustrated
with contemporary art because he tries to dictate what
the experience should be. He comes to the artwork with
presuppositions that define for him what art is, how it
should communicate, what it may communicate. The
viewer .would be better off leaving his presuppositions
behind and entering into a kind of silent dialogue with
the work, asking very basic questions: How is this constructed? What do the colors do? How do the forms
interrelate? How does the work relate to its

surroundings? What kind of "visual energy" does it
generate? What is the "life" of the work? How does all of
this affect me? This is what I mean by taking the work on
its own terms.
This is the beginning step toward appreciating art.
Greater understanding can come from repeated
viewing, studying the historical and cultural precedents
for a particular kind of work, reading art criticism, and so
on.
u
How can those who don 't know the
"language of art" see meaning in pieces like "Night
Sailors"?
B I . What I have outlined so far is a starting point for
understanding a sculpture like "Night Sailors." The
meaning of this work can be found in terms of its form. If
the viewer looks at the way the tubular and beam structures interrelate, the thickness and thinness of forms,
the matte black coloring, the entire sculpture's relationship to the ground upon which it rests, its relationship to
the surrounding area, its severe and whimsical lines, he
will form some idea of its meaning. Again, I do not mean
a literal, story-line meaning, but rather a meaning that is
generated from the pure experience of viewing. "Night
Sailors," like all the sculptures on campus, emits a
distinct presence that the artist sought to create. It is the

The mean ing of "Night
Sai lors" can be found 1n
terms of its form .
viewer's encounter with that presence which is
important and will lead to understanding.
I I g
As an artist what do you expect from the
viewer of your work?
Bo Because my work is figurative (by that I mean that
the form resembles the human figure), it is probably
more accessible · than "Night Sailors"; the power of
association is stronger. But the presence of the work
and the direct encounter between viewer and object are
paramount concerns of mine. My hope is that the viewer
will carefully consider the work, ask questions of it and
himself as he views it, and somehow interpret that
experience in terms of his own understanding.
I /
How important is the audience to you as a
visual artist?
B It Every artist is both creator and audience at the
same time. He works on a piece for a while and then
steps back to consider whether what he has done is
right. He works and then critiques, works and critiques,
until it is finished. I am aware of the audience in that
sense. I want my work to be challenging to the viewer
and have some kind of impact, so I naturally keep that
goal in mind while I am working. That is about as far as it
goes though. I do not paint to please an audience or to
cater to its taste . I paint what I think is important and
hope it reaches someone.
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Doing
the
"Two-Step"
Doug Evenhouse
In 1936, T.S. Eliot wrote that
"Literary criticism should be completed by criticism from a definite
ethical and theological standpoint."1 On the face of it Eliot seems
to want a criticism which consists of
two steps: (1) literary criticism and
(2) literary criticism from a definite
ethical and theological standpoint.
Much has been made of this oftquoted sentence. Christian critics in
particular give evidence of a strong
interest in what many of them take to
be Eliot's two-step approach. One
such critic is Leland Ryken. In
Triumphs of the Imagination, Ryken
writes: "First a Christian reader /
critic should be rapturous over the
artistry of the work. First one should
note the illumination that the work
gives of concrete _ human
experience. Then a Christian should
measure the philosophic or ethical
viewpoint of the work from a
Christian perspective. " 2 Obviously,
as the "first-then" language indicates, this approach falls squarely in
the shadow of what I call Eliot's
"two-step." Is this what Christian
literary criticism ought to look like?
Should what is " Christian" in a
Christian literary criticism be an
additional step in a process?
Let us begin with Ryken's first
step. In this first step ( literary
criticism which is not from a definite
ethical and theological ·standpoint),
Ryken asserts, the business of the
critic is to "describe and explain a .
literary work as accurately as
possible" (p. 122). In this "primarily

Doug Evenhouse is a post-graduate
student here at Calvin from
Westmont, Illinois.

descriptive" process, the critic aims
to "see the work of literature as it
really is in itself" (p. 122). According
to Ryken, all critics participate in this
first step. What is to be avoided in
this descriptive process is
subjectivity. The aim is to be as objective as possible. Any assertions
concerning the work must be
"verifiable in the-sense that anyone
should be able to get through the
same process of questioning and
come to similar conclusions" (p.
123). Any critic can assert confidently that Hamlet delays. This is
verifiable from the test. When a critic
begins to assert things like Hamlet
delays because . .. he must be extremely careful to verify his assertion objectively with reference to
facts that anyone can examine.
Through this descriptive process we
come to know the work" as it really is
in itself." What does it mean to know
a literary work "as it is in itself"? I do
not know. For Ryken, as I read him, it
means having mental possession of
a set of verifiable (therefore true)
descriptive assertions about the text
which is complete, in that any question we may ask about the work
(which is not evaluative or interpretive) can be answered with reference to that set of assertions. Ryken
wants to include in this set assertions such as "The scale of values of
this work is ... " and "The primary
world view of the work is . ... " He
needs these assertions in order to
go on to the second step in which
these findings (assertions) will be
"measured." As those with background in literary criticism may have
noticed, Ryken's first step smacks
very much of formalism. Formalism

looks at the work of literature as
something which has a reality of its
own, as something which can be
apprehended or, perhaps better,
"possessed" simply by examining
its parts and their interrelationships. This approach virtually
ignores the writer and his peculiar
historical circumstances. But before
we surmise that Ryken is a formalist,
we need to look at what he defines
as the second step.
In the second step the Christian
literary critic may indulge his "Christian" interests, his quirky Christian
questions. In Ryken's words the
second step is "a comparative process in which the intellectual
content or moral vision of the work is
put alongside the Christian
viewpoint on the same subject" (p.
124 ). He goes on to list three questions which may "profitably" be
asked in his second step:

1. Do the ideas in the work
of literature conform or fail to
conform to Christian doctrine
or ethics?
2. If some of the ideas are
Christian, are they inclusively
or exclusively Christian?
3. If some of the ideas in a
work are Christian, are they a
relatively superficial or rudimentary version of Christian
belief on a given topic? (p.
124)
One gets the idea. One gets the
picture of a Christian doctrine as a
straight line at the top of a graph and
the literary works ''intellectual
content" as a more or less crooked
line (the readings for which were
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done in the first step) which may or
may not touch the line of Christian
doctrine at various points of the
graph. I will have more to say about
this later. What we must see here is
that this comparison is also a descriptive process. Ryken qualifies
this somewhat: "The comparison of
literary works to Christian belief is an
evaluation in the sense that a
Christian is already committed to
the truthfulness of the Christian
faith . This evaluative dimension

our perceptions. Ryken's concern,
however, ripens into paranoia. The
guiding force, the bent of his approach, is to overcome the prejudice of personality and subjectivity.
An important question arises at this
point: To what extent does our subjectivity determine and limit our perceptions? The answer for Ryken is
that our subjectivity is not totally
crippling; it does not blind us fully as
long as we adopt what I would call a
"scientific" and what he calls a

The trick is to approach the work. . .as
someth ing to be engaged creatively. It is
of utmost importance to see that artists are
creative.
should remain latent rather than
prominent .. ." (italics mine) (:p. 125).
Why is Ryken leery of evaluation?
The answer, I think, is that evaluation is a purely subjective matter for
Ryken. Evaluation is only
meaningful for those who share the
same standards of evaluation.
Christians can appeal to shared
doctrine as a standard of judgment,
but this is unhelpful to those who
don't share belief in those doctrines.
Thus, the Christian critic's "Christian" concerns must be presented
objectively, undogmatically, so as
not to alienate anyone from the discussion. He must say things like
"This novel in point of fact has no
conception of original sin." This is
not presented as a judgment, but
only as a fact.
Ryken's approach strikes one as
extraordinarily mechanical. It is not
at all clear what the criticism which
followed this approach would look
like, though it is safe to say that it
would be impersonal-like a
scientific report. In the "Ryken
approach" the critic is called to be
consumately disinterested in the
work. "The great pitfall of any critic,"
writes Ryken, "is to allow one's
personal perspective to determine
the description or interpretation of
what a work of literqture says"
(p. 126). Ryken's concern is a
legitimate and important one. Our
subjective, personal viewpoints do
limit and, to some extent, determine
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"descriptive" approach. It is not at
all clear that he is right about this . It
seems to me that even our
descriptions of things reveal our
subjectivity. Our previous literary
experience, for example, prepares
us to look for a limited number of
things in a work. Yet, how can we be
sure that there is not something in
the work which we have failed to
describe because we were not" prepared" to see it? This seems to me a
major flaw in Ryken's first step. How
do we know when we have asked
enough verifiable questions, done
enough description to be able to see
the work as it is in itself?
In addition, it is especially difficult
to see how this descriptive process
would be helpful in criticizing much
of "modern" poetry. Eliot's "Waste
Land," for example, is eminently
"undescribable," or so it seems to
me.
The problem, I think, stems from
what I called earlier Ryken's
"formalism ." While I would not
assert that Ryken is a formalist, it
seems clear that he adopts, or
perhaps unconsciously, certain
formalist assumptions, viz., that a
literary work is primarily an object
and that it can be "possessed"
simply by examining it as such, i.e.,
without reference to things
"outside" the reality of the work
such as the author's purpose in
writing, the author's peculiar his-

torical circumstances and the
"real," "historical," world in which
the work is so profoundly
embedded. Ryken's approach
seems to allow no room for examining the possibility that the author
may have been "using" the work to
make a comment on or assertion
about the "real" world.
Ryken is right if he says that our
subjectivity is not totally crippling.
He is wrong if he says we can somehow rise above it. What we must
realize is that subjectivity is not
crippling, but directing. A Christian
ought not to be afraid to approach a
work as a Christian. Our personal
Christian perspective ought not to
blind us to what is there (though
there is this danger; Ryken is right
about this), but ought to open our
eyes to what is there. The trick is to
approach the work not as something
to be "measured up" or com pared to Christian beliefs or doctrines or ideas ( and this can only
happen if one sees the work as an
object) but as something to be
engaged creatively. It is of utmost
importance to see that artists are
creative; they (the best of them) see
things in new ways, ways in which
many of us are not ready to see. This
calls for the critic to take creative
gambles, to take risks, to go on
"hunches," on "gut feelings" in
order to follow the author in the new
direction he may be taking. Ryken's
approach asks the critic to be as uncreative as possible, to respond
passively to the text. This, it seems
to me, castrates the critical process.
The good critic is one who knows
when the risk he has taken has
backfired , and that he must take off
on a new "hunch." This is the proper
passivity-acknowledging what is
there in the work and allowing it to
guide your creative direction. All of
this is very unspecific and, perhaps,
mysterious, but it seems to me that
the process of literary criticism is
often just that: unspecific and
mysterious and, dare I say, intuitive.
But that is not to say that the written
criticism is or ought to be unspecific and mysterious.
We would do well to note that
Ryken's attempt to be "objective, " to
"see the work as it is in itself" is
impossible. We cannot be totally objective. As finite, historical crea-

tures we cannot know anything fully
in and of itself, at least not in this life.
A fundamental thing which the
Christian brings to literature and
criticism is the recognition of limits.
If we recognize, for instance, that
theology is, as a man-made thing,
limited, then how can we hold a
theology up as the high point on "the
graph" against which the literary
work is judged? This approach is
one-dimensional. It does not allow
for the possibility that the work may
rise above the line of doctrine at a
particular point or deepen our
understanding of doctrine. Theology
does not strike me as a useful
standard in this way except to those
who read ··literature only to be reassured in the truthfulness of their
theology. I do not want to deny the
need for some sort of standard of
evaluation of the morality of works
(we must distinguish between the
morality of the work and its moral
content), nor do I mean to denigrate
theology unnecessarily; I only want
to point out that theology is not
helpful as a standard. There are no
easy answers to these questions
and I am sure I can provide none.
What should a Christian literary
criticism look like? It is clear to me
that a Christian approach which is
Christian in only a superfluous and
trivial way, as Ryken's is, is not, in a
satisfying sense of the term, a
Christian approach. Christianity
ought not to be scotch-taped to our

theory after we have completed it,
but ought to be foundational, ought
to shape our literary theory. Our
literary and, more generally,
aesthetic theory ought to be
grounded in a Christian view of man,
God, the world, history, etc. I should
like a Christian literary criticism
which flows as naturally from its
views as does Marxist literary criticism.3 I should like a Christian
literary criticism which is as
unashamed of its Christianity as a
Marxist criticism is of its Marxism. I
should like a Christian literary
criticism which subsumes and
functions as point of integration for
all other limited concerns, such as
economic, psychological, social
and textual (formal) concerns. I
cannot accept without qualification
Ryken's comment that "readers and
critics have nothing to say distinctively as Christians about the
sonnet form or the narrative structure of a novel or the imagery of a
poem" (p. 124-5). While the Christian critic may have nothing dis- ·
cinctive to say as a Christian about
form, he ought to say whatever he
does say as a Christian. To make
Christian insights relevant to
content but not to form in a Christian
literary criticism is akin, I should
think, to trying to tie one's shoelaces with one hand at a time.
I am a newcomer to the
treacherous grounds of literary
criticism. The territory is full of cul-

de-sacs and quicksand. One must
have agile, sensitive feet here. It is
my hope that I have left a foot print
somewhere on solid ground.
1

"Religion and Literature," Essays
Ancient and Modern (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company,
1936), p. 92.
2 (Downers Grove, II; lntervarsity
Press, 1979), p. 126.

Terry Eagleton, in his little book
Marxism and Literary Criticism,
asserts that,
3

To understand King Lear, The
Dunciad or Ulysses is ... to do
more than interpret their
symbolism, study their literary
history and add footnotes
about sociological facts which
enter into them. It is first of all to
understand the complex, indirect relations between these
works and the ideological
worlds they inhabit-relations
which emerge not just in
'themes' and 'preoccupations'
but in style, rhythm, image,
quality, and .. .form.

SILENT WANDERINGS IN THE NIGHT

- S-il-en_t_W
- an_d_e_r-in_g_s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ UNDER STARS AND SOFT MOONLIGHT
TEND TO MELLOW ROUGHENED SOULS
HIDDEN UNDER FALSE CONTROL
CORNERS LACK A BIT OF FOCUS
DISTANCE IS A BIT OF CLOSENESS
ALL THE LANDSCAPE MELTS TO ONE
FUSED TOGETHER LACKING SUN
CREATURES SLIP FROM SILENT DAY
MUFFLE NOISE ALONG THE WAY
WORK LIFE OUT AMONGST THEMSELVES
LIVE AND DIE AS NATURE TELLS
ABSENT SOUND FALLS FROM THE SKY
BLANKETS NOISE PROJECTING HIGH
-James Randall
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LEAVES THE WANDERER DEEP IN THOUGHT
FINDING ANSWERS WHERE HE OUGHT
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